We are residents of the town of Gaienhofen. We all are volunteers who are committed to
helping you, because it is important to us that can be familiar and oriented in our community
and that you and your family feel welcome, safe and supported here.
Here is where you can find help:

CAFE DER BEGEGNUNG
Members of the
Gemeinschaftsunterkunft
(GU) and Susi Feix
Every Friday afternoon from
15-17 Uhr in the GU

Every Friday afternoon from 15-17 Uhr in the Gemeinschaftsunterkunft.
Please come to this gathering. Here you can get to know us and ask your
questions. Here you can get help. Together we prepare coffee, tea and cake. Feel
free to bring your own cake or treats.

Language training group
Tanja Mai

Tanja Mai organizes language training in German at the Gemeinschaftsunterkunft.
Here you can get free German lessons in small groups or in one-on-one lectures.

Household goods and other
donations group
Susi Feix

Friday afternoons in the Cafe der Begegnung 15-17 Uhr
The group of Susi Feix helps you organize of essential items such as: where can I find
clothes, groceries, household goods, items for your room, school supplies, …

Help at/with the Jobcenter,
applications, forms, …
Bernd Sutter
mobil and WhatsApp:
0152-56304057

Friday afternoons in the Cafe der Begegnung 16-17 Uhr
Bernd helps you arrange appointments at the Jobcenter, with the health insurance
agencies; he can support you in the completion of forms, applying for your social
security number, your tax ID, your application for child support, ...

Bicycle shop
Werner Zang, Siggi Pauly,
Ruedi Schneiter

Tuesday afternoons from 15 -17 Uhr at the GU. Here you can get help, to repair
your bicycle. Here you can also purchase a bicycle at very low cost.

Sponsor group (Paten
Gruppe)
Peter Huber
07735-9374129, mobil /
WhatsApp: 0173-5345249
Group for children and
teenagers, as well as for
recreational activities
Eva Eberwein

Peter Huber organizes transportion for example to the doctor: - in case of
emergency,- for pregnant women at about the 7th month,- until your newborn has
received its initial health checks and immunizations.

Psychological Support
Siobhan Rottler, mobil /
WhatsApp: 0175-5753637
Welcoming Group
Ilse Lang

Siobhan Rottler in coordination with the social worker at the GU can provide you
with psychological help.

Jobs/ Practica/ Internships /
volunteer work
Klaus Schütz

Klaus Schütz helps, when local companies are looking for employees. He can support
you when you are looking for a job training position or permanent employment at a
company.

The members of this group organize play groups for your children, sowing for
women, arts and crafts, as well as soccer.
- Beate Bitterwolf offers support, when your child gets into Kindergarten.
- Siobhan Rottler can help when your child needs its initial supplies for school.

This group has prepared file folders for you that will help you keep your personal
and official documents organized.
Heidi speaks serbo-croat and helps with translations in this language.
This group helps organize an annual party for all members of the GU and the
community of Gaienhofen.

